SUMMARY OF CHANGES
State Contracting Manual
Volume I

Updates to be issued April 2015:

- Title page updates (date and Acting Director)
- Section 3.06.A.3 – clarifies that contracts with local government entities from other states are exempt from competitive bidding
- Section 3.12.A.3 – removes “pest control” from the definition of hazardous contracts [policy change approved by Director Klass 2014, effective Jan 1, 2015]
- Section 5.65.B.1 – minor wording revision to better align with code regarding 5-working-day posting period for notice of intent to award
- Section 5.80 – wording revisions to align with bid exemptions identified in Section 3.06.
- Section 8.12 – renumbering/format change only
- Section 8.14.B – corrects regulations cite to 2 CCR §1896.81(h-i)
- Chapter 10 Public Works Contracts
  - Sections 10.00, 10.10, 10.15, 10.20 – update dollar amounts per DOF increases
  - Section 10.00 -- corrects code cite to section 10105; adds 4th paragraph re: DIR registration requirements.
  - Section 10.05 – clarifies and moves “Note” from section A to B
  - Section 10.15.A.3.f. – deletes 2nd “Note”
- Glossary -- Revises Commercially Useful Function definition to align with code language
- Index – Under “Public works,” updates dollar amounts per DOF increases